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Preface

My recurring engagement with the river happened between January 2004

and June 2006. Over these two odd years, I visited and re-visited the river Yamuna, the lifeline of Delhi, often

many times a week, walking along its banks for long distances. In between my environmental work, based at

Toxics Link, and my fragmented life in the city, the river had quietly soaked into the interstices. It had, unknown

to me, seeped in as a healer and a life force, as I was to later discover. Drawing me to its banks, mostly in the

early mornings, and evenings, its flowing solitude resonated with layers of my self, as they uncovered themselves

even to me. Despite it being black with sewage, never did I see the river as dirty. It seemed timeless, beyond life

and death, as it momentarily led me to ‘transcend’ my being into a timeless state as well. Within this private

inaudible conversation, I had many others too. Mainly with those who live on the river, even as they were being

displaced from it, owing to the cities new hunger for land. I also took pictures, for the camera had never left my

side since I first held it at the age of thirteen, and taking pictures was part of my every day engagement of life.

My work as an environmental activist often seems to draw differently into parts of myself and sometimes in

conflicting ways. The ‘dirty’ river demanded to be cleaned, and that meant that the politics of the city be en-

gaged with, with all the accompanying shrillness and public rhetoric which campaigning demands. But the ‘ever

flowing’ river also drew ‘me’ inwards, into those undefined silent spaces where even the water’s murmur became

loud and clear, and all I could do was be still. This traversing from one to the other was often exhausting, but

something I have had to cope with for a long long time. It seems that we all are multiple beings.

Over these two years, the river silently posed many questions and drove me to know more about our times. I

read like never before, to try and find out why the river was dirty, or why there was only debry on its banks,

either in the form of poor people or as junk, or why new city wealth gave rise to filth, or why we forget that we

die. I know I still have no answers, but feel I understand the questions better, as well as my anxiety about them.

In the background was a vicious city politics at play, of dirty water, poor people, priceless land, the forthcoming

Commonwealth Games, city planners, big money and all ‘public’ debates couched in an inaccessible language of

science.

What made me visit the river time and again, is a more difficult question to answer. Maybe the nostalgia of

engrained images from my childhood forays on it, when the water was clean and the wagtails still scurried on its

banks, maybe the need to deal with a deep personal crisis, maybe to rediscover my roots in an increasingly

changing city, maybe to recover my sense of self or maybe just to reduce the alienation I felt all around. But it

did all begin and it did all end one day. The recurring visits stopped. The ‘Shroud’ was both an immersion and

an emergence.
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Dear all

Today morning Diya and I visited the site for demolitions at Yamuna Pushta New
Delhi to take photographs which could be circulated into the
wider public. Nothing I saw there, can I really
describe in words, or at least in a few words. What was earlier a human settlement
was now rubble.
Bombed and razed. War zone. Somewhere black and burned.
Everywhere debris, with the landscape broken by human faces and a numb
everydayness as people cooked in private places turned public and bathed in
the open. Vegetable sellers with fresh vegetables which contrasted the black mortar
and grime only
served to highlight the will of a human being to
maintain a sense of dignity even when a state can in a moment reduce people to
rubble.

It is a site of power. The police are arresting those
who has the termity to question or the dignity to stand up. A local woman, sitting
on a charpoy outside a blackened wall and a frontless home could no longer
hold her fury. “May his (Jagmohan’s) grave be here. In
this the park he is going to build, over the fury of the poor?.” Others looked on,
cynical and unspeaking.

A man was furiously digging to implant a rope peg for
his makeshift tent, in a sea of rubble. Another man somewhere must have with
even less effort signed a paper authorizing such destruction. How can a hand do
such different things. One vested with the brutal power of the state and another
with just the power to wield a hammer. What then did citizenship mean? Or
nationhood?

However not to turn this into a lament, but just as a
reminder that here in Yamuna Pushta is taking place a
complete subjugation of what may consider human. It
has so many  dimensions, as also I am sure so many
narratives, that encompassing all one felt and
underwent in a couple of hours is impossible. While some people are trying to have
those arrested
bailed, or trying to raise the stoic media, or
planning strategy to resist and subvert, for others just a visit to the site can be a
grim reminder
of the grim times which we live in. Of times which
have probably remained unchanged.

ravi Agarwal [Reader[Reader[Reader[Reader[Reader-list] Y-list] Y-list] Y-list] Y-list] Yamuna pushtaamuna pushtaamuna pushtaamuna pushtaamuna pushtaMon Apr 26 17:22:53 CEST 2004Mon Apr 26 17:22:53 CEST 2004Mon Apr 26 17:22:53 CEST 2004Mon Apr 26 17:22:53 CEST 2004Mon Apr 26 17:22:53 CEST 2004
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A Klee painting named ‘Angelus Novus’ shows an angel

looking as though he is about to move away from

something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are

staring, his mouth is open, his wings are spread. This is

how one pictures the angel of history. His face is turned

toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events,

he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling

wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel

would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole

what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing in from

Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such a

violence that the angel can no longer close them. The

storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his

back is turned, while the pile of debris before him grows

skyward. This storm is what we call progress.

Walter Benjamin
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“ A few months back, you could not have been standing where

you are. It was full of people and it was filthy. Soon this will be

a park, with a lake and boating on it. That is what is being dug

out. This spot will be for parking cars. It is a 1700 crore ru-

pees project.” The police post officer spoke with pride, clad

in his banyan and lungi. “ The river was clean earlier. Now it is

dirty. All the cities muck goes into it. It will be clean once

more.”

The swept and bulldozed clean landscape.

As I watched and photographed, no one objected, taking pic-

tures was not a threat anymore. It had the sanction of the

city’s powerful. Not even a brick of the 5000 houses where

people lived in the filth was left. But they had survived – for

what was the option? Yamuna Pushta. (abode by the river

Yamuna). Bulldozed overnight, almost. Razed to the ground.

Angel of History

April 27, 2004
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Bombed. From a human settlement to clean empty bank.

New landscape.

New park. New upcoming road. New bank. No people.

Only their curses remain. Floating over the city, merged with

its din. But part of the cities darkness, its black air and water.

What else can it offer today?

This was Yamuna Pushta. A place which housed the largest

slum settlement in the city. Over 40,000 families lived here.

Along the river bank. In one fell swoop, on instructions from

the Minister of Urban Affairs, one who for long had a grand

vision of the city, as one with imperial vistas and cleansed of

all dirt, including human beings. In a week, the place was bull-

dozed to the ground as if doing it slowly would have let too

many public voices being raised. Crushed and reduced to dirt.

In one fell swoop, as part of the grand plan to reclaim the

river for the city.

Whose city? One may ask.

Was the river being cleaned of its sewage or merely the land

reclaimed for the cities new powerful middle class?

There are now cranes everywhere. Massive ones, with large

swinging booms. Below are the bulldozers, the kind that can
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In four years will be the Commonwealth Games. Delhi has

been the chosen city. Who knows what they told the world,

what spin did they play out, what power point presentation

was made to get the contract. But it set into motion a scheme

of massive investments, transformations under ‘project mod-

ernization.’ The city was to get new flyovers, roads, highways,

and be cleansed of all dirt – of all kind. People or things. Dhobi

ghats would be replaced by laundermats, people with parks,

unused canals with fast roads and the river bed itself with

stadiums and cyletracks.

Delhi was to join the world map, shoulder to shoulder with

the most affluent.

flatten tonnes of earth in hours.

Amongst the machines are labourers camps, colourful, dot-

ted with children, and with cooking stoves in their front of

their tents. A khaki dressed chowkidar strolls close by one of

them, watchful, but knows not of what. Below his ‘power’

uniform and peaked cap, is disheveled unwashed matted hair,

and the rustic tone of someone who has just come from the

rural hinterland, only a few months back. Some of his ‘biradari’

have been cast as labourers while he has as their ‘watchman.’

This is always the scene, Anywhere, everywhere, all along the

river bank.

The river is being transformed even as one watches.

The city is gripped in its new imagination, excited by the

‘makeover,’ and waiting to join the likes of London and New

York.

“To be cleaned on the lines of the Thames,” the Hon’ble Delhi

High Court had directed.

The essence of the fish, is it “being “ water…..The “essence”

of the freshwater fish is the water of a river. But the latter

ceases to be the “essence” of the fish and is not longer a

suitable medium of existence as soon as the river is made to

serve industry, as soon as it is polluted by dykes another

waste products n navigate by steam boats, as soon as its

water is diverted into canals where simple drainage can

deprive fist of its medium of existence.

Karl Marx, Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844
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It was in keeping with India’s new image as the emerging su-

perpower, nuclear equipped, a large IT workforce, and the

new tourist destination. It was part of the middle class dream

of supermalls and superhighways, of fast foods and multi-chan-

nel television, of new encounters and new language, and of a

new pride.

Even the morning walker I encountered regularly along the

river had a giant St. Bernard, huge, imported from Canada,

with long fur, panting uncontrollably in the hot humid heat!

It was truly becoming a ‘flat’ world.

Today the Yamuna Pushta landscape rolls out towards the river.

It is dotted with debris and house foundation plinths remains

, many of them barely four feet by four feet. Little shanty

houses stood here, and people similar to those who are in-

volved in the new construction lived in them. The policeman

“The Delhi district is the central of the three districts of the Delhi division, and

lies between north latitude 28 deg 12 min and 29 deg 13 min and east

longititude 76 deg 51 min and 77 deg 35 min. It consists of a long narrow

strip of country running along the right bank of the Jamuna.”

“It is bounded on the north by the Panipath tahsil of the Karnail district; on

the east by the river Jamuna, which separates it from the Mirath and

Bulandshahr districts of the North – West provinces; on the south by the

Palwal tahsil…”

“The tract thus limited through exhibiting none of the beauties of moun-

tainous districts, possesses a considerable diversity of physical feature, and

in part is not wanting in picturesquesness. This it owes to the hills and to

the river.”

“The hills in Delhi , though not attractive in themselves, give a pleasant

view across the Jamna, and in clear weather allow, it is said even a glimpse

of the Himalayas.”

“The river enters the district at a height of some 710 feet, and leaves it at

about 630 feet above the level of the sea, with a course within the Delhi

limits of rather over 90 miles, and an average fall of between 10 and 11

inches to the mile. The general direction is nearly due south. In the floods of

the rainy season the river has a considerable breadth, swelling in places to

several miles, with a maximum depth of 25 feet. In the cold weather its

normal depth is said to be four feet only; the stream is only sufficient to supply

the three canals which draw from it (the Eastern and Western Jamna Canal

and the Agra Canal) and is then fordable in many places.”

“Melons: Melons are chiefly cultivated on the sandy soil of the river side near

Delhi; the soil considered dumat (i.e. do mutti) being 2/3 earth and 1/3 sand.

The cultivators are chiefly tenants, such as Mails, Kachis, Mallahs and Shaikhs,

but in some places proprietors cultivate themselves.”

“Ferry: The principle traffic on this river as stated in the Punjab Famine

Report, 1879 is shown in table XXV. Besides the ferries and bridges of the

boats mentioned in the margin, there is a Railway Bridge at Delhi, with a

road underneath for passenger and vehicles.”

(A Gazetteer of Delhi , 1883-4)
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who keeps watch over the bareness probably not very differ-

ent, except perhaps from a ‘higher’ caste and also perma-

nently transformed by the power of the state now vested in

his physical and physiological body.

Was it not the now much maligned young Marx who had

predicted that “alienation, estranges man from his own body,

from nature as it exists outside him, from his spiritual es-

sence, his human essence. “

That “nature builds no machines, no locomotives, railways,

electric telegraphs, self acting mules etc. These are products

of human industry, natural material transformed into organs

of the human will over nature, or of human participation of

nature. They are organs of the human brain, created by the

human hand, the power of knowledge objectified.”

And that “the essence of the fish, is it being water…..The

essence of the freshwater fish is the water of a river. But the

latter ceases to be the essence of the fish and is not longer a

suitable medium of existence as soon as the river is made to

serve industry, as soon as it is polluted by dykes another waste

products n navigate by steam boats, as soon as its water is

diverted into canals where simple drainage can deprive fist of

its medium of existence.”

The script already seemed to have been written!
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The river is now a thread which runs through the city. It weaves

it together, as it has done for ever since the city existed, over

at least a thousand years if not more. It comes down from

the lofty Himalayas, descending from the ice and snow and

weaves its way through the bustling capital of today one of

the most populated nations in the world – Delhi. It flows on,

now only as sewage, with little clean water. Every monsoon it

fills up to its brim, as much as allowed by the many new up-

stream water gates, writhingly swirling and eddying in a bid to

break free. Every summer it gives up, drying to a trickle, opening

its self to walking paths along its parched caked bed. It has

many stories to tell, of itself and of those who told it theirs.

It has history. It is also history.

Human beings are both products of nature and part of it. If

they have a biological basis when their social existence is

excluded from account (it cannot be abolished); if they are

themselves the summit of nature and its products, and if

they live within nature (however much they may be divided

off from it by particular social and historical conditions of life

and by the so-called “artistic environment”) then what is

surprising in the fact that human beings share in the rhythm

of nature and its cycles?

Nikolai Bukharin

October 2, 2004
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September 12, 2005
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pounding them with their feet to splay the dirt out. Only, to

dip them back in the black waters of the river.

Or boatmen, who ferry vegetables and people across the bank.

Or serve as part time priests chanting mantras, as they pro-

vide rides to those carrying ashes of the dead to help them

immerse them into midstream waters. They know well the

Vedic chants which have to be cited along with the ceremony,

and there is no need for hiring a ‘real’ priest for those who

cannot afford to. Death can cost money.

Sometimes they are lifeguards. They can dive to the river’s

depths without fear, keeping watch over the bathing pilgrims.

Even the British recruited them to do so. Tanned, with almost

black, sinewed strong bodies. Yet wiry and lean. They each

have proud stories to tell of bravery.

I wander and meander. Each time as the city receded, the self

emerges. What is it about the city that it forces one to seek

silent corners? What is it about the flowing waters, however

black, that it provides such quietude?

I visit the river. Repeatedly. Seeking solace.

From what?

Facing the Past
I visit and revisit the river, carrying my story with me and

trying to hear its. As I try and reconnect to what seems like

an eons old connection, the waters merge, and many layers of

my life and lifetimes flatten into one fathomless but complete

whole.

But there are many others who seemed to have discovered

this much earlier. Many fragments. Many lives, who live along

it.

Many livelihoods.

Washermen who beat heavy cotton tents and table cloths on

the water’s bank after steaming them in boiling urns, and

August 24, 2004
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Each visit compulsive, in the wee early hours of the morning

or late in the evening. The river draws me as it flows. Often I

just sit there, watching.

Looking. Absorbed.

Unmindful of the piles of work on my desk. Often twice or

thrice a week. A personal crisis which started from my self,

but really extended beyond, even to my existence in the city.

A city with multilayered and fragmented geographies which

no map could really capture. My life was to-work. Home.

Back to work.

To one friend and then to another. To a concert. Then to a

play.

Back to work.

This vast city with so many people. Where every driver on

the road seems rude, and every salesman in a shop dismissive.

The city I grew up in. An alien. Outsider.

No space now seems mine.

The city, impersonal, and distant, and unwelcoming.
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“The division of the Khadar and Bangar was doubtless

caused by the erratic wandering of the Jamna from its

ancient bed. The river enters the district at a height of

some 710 feet, and leaves it at about 630 feet above the

level of the sea, with a course within the Delhi limits of

rather over 90 miles, and an average fall of between 10

and 11 inches to the mile. The general direction is nearly

due south. In the floods of the rainy season the river has a

considerable breadth, swelling in places to several miles,

with a maximum depth of some 25 feet. In the cold

weather its normal depth is said to be four feet only; the

stream is only sufficient to supply the three canals which

draw from it (the Eastern and the Western Jamna, and the

Agra Canal) and is then fordable in many places. The banks of

the river are generally low, and the bed sandy, but there is said

to be a bed of firm rock under the site of the Agra Canal weir at

Okhla.

Religious reverence is due to the Jamna from the Hindu,

though in a less degree than to the Ganges. It passes close

under the Fort at Delhi, and it must always have rounded the

eastern point of the rocky “ Ridge “ at Wazirabad: but in the

northern part of the district it appears formerly to have had a

course much to the west of that which it holds at present. The

drainage channel, called the Budhi Nala which comes down

under the very doors of Sonepat, would seem by the confor-

mation of the country to have been the old bed of the Jamna

and this is supported by strong and general tradition. The

course of the Budhi marks off the division of the country into

Khadar and Bangar. The Khadar, which, as might be

supposed, lies low, may be defined as the soil which at

some time or other lay either under the river or to the east

of it: an interesting evidence of this is elongated slip-like

shapes of most of the eastern Bangar villages: they evi-

dently abutted on the river and part of their areas is made

up of the Khadar land deserted by it. But east of this again

the land is slightly higher, also favoring the theory of a

sudden change to the east. The Bangar in old times lay

immediately to the west of the stream, and the ascent of

the old bank is in most places plainly visible. How or when

the river changed its course is not known; but there seems

some probability that the change was a violent rather than a

gradual one. The physical conformation above alluded to

favors this; while some countenance is also given to it by the

fact that the shapes of the village areas in the Khadar do not

at all suggest a gradually elongating boundary as would

probably be the case had the river gradually receded.

Where every familiar place was unfamiliar, and becoming in-

creasingly so.

Like always the camera became the cocoon and the this time

the river the womb. It did not ask or question, it just gave.

Many many years ago the sea had done similar things in

Mumbai. Flowing water had this thing in it. It was a living thing,

it could talk back and also let one be.

The river became life itself and the people who lived along it

came alive.

Isolating, unable to go out on roads, the noise the traffic, the

impersonal, the harshness and the aggressive rudeness, that

one comes back bristling. The need for greenery, trees, the

sound of birds chirping, the sky, just a space without sound,

some sharing, real sharing, not a ‘product’ of ideas, but the

intangible, the fragile the unsaid, the fleeting feeling.

How does one find it?

The struggle of relationships, the pain of breakups, the loss of

the self, trying to regain ones centre, the new age meditation,

the belief in another self, osho, ravi shanker, incense, the es-

cape, the wordy logic of philosophies, sufi, music. The touch.

The lack of a caress.

The isolation.
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The river. Flowing. Still. Ever-present. The sandy bank.

No buildings. The water, continuously flowing, mesmerizing,

centering, like a focused thought, deeply inwardly drawing.

The waters. Something about them.

Timeless.

From another space, the knowledge that they have been in so

many places, traveled so far, from the Himalayas, have been in

clouds, on the Indian ocean, over the planet, snow, ice, the

same water traveling down. So deep. Unfathomable. Like where

one loses one self. Swirling, immersing.

Dissolving.

Another dimension, beyond the material, beyond the earth,

where consciousness loses bearing.

Where breath is taken away. Where life takes over.

The sweat of toiling bodies. The sickle of the farmer, the

phawada of the laborer, the sinew tanned oily body of the

boatman, the dexterous beating of the cloth of the washer

man, the unbelievable faith of the pujari. The impish smile of

children. The bond of labouring families. Little kids as boat

‘men.’ The improvised floating platforms. The dhobi ghats, with

tubs and stones worn from the beating of cloth. The morning
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walkers. The stare – ers, who just sit and stare at the water

endlessly. The more determined yogis, breathing pranyayams

and contorting into asanas. The river, the people who live on

and off it.

The water. Dirty, black.

Filthy. Sewage. Outcome and outfall of industry and the city.

Peoples’ filth. Somewhere roots in consumption, in produc-

tion, in our economy. Labour, use, machinery, industry. Fish

alienated from water. Nature become a dumping ground.

A garbage dump. Take clean water and dump filth. The river.

Dirty, outcome of our modern systems, our modern age.

Isolating.

Dirt alienates.

Cleanliness connects.

You cannot jump in a dirty river.

Vegetables, marigold, maize, fodder- jowar. All grow on the

banks. Families work. Own land. Lease land. The river nur-

tures and sustains. Changing.

Roads. Powerhouses. New parks. New pipelines.

Bulldozers. Cranes. Hot mix plants. Concrete slabs prefabri-

cated for the cities flyovers. Mud tracks. Dogs.

Fields, marsh. Modernity. Changing city. All the river.

Still the river.

I search. Some roots.

To the water. To the soil. To the sweat. The toil draws me.

I speak to the toiling people. Those who have touched the

river. Those who have seen it change. Seen it clean and now

dirty. Seen it without the roads and flyovers. See the machines

on them today. They have no idea why. No one has told them.

No one has asked them.

The river, the experience of it.

The floods. Its changing moods.

Its sounds at night. Its swirling and it stagnation.

My drawing to it. Again and again.

With my camera. But with myself. My struggle with the self.
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December 12, 2005

My search for nature. My search for a connect. To something

I do not know or understand. To speak to life. To see death. To

see beyond. To know. But know not what to know, or what

knowledge I seek. To go beyond. To be immersed into the

swirling waters.

To drown. To reconnect. To end my isolation.

But I know not how.

Except to walk and sit on its banks. To take pictures. To feel. To

be. Just to be.

My life. The river. What do I do? What do I create? What

should I shoot. What do I connect to? Merge. Jump in the

waters. Immersion.

How I have to hold myself back…..

Relief! The visit to the river being completed, there is release.

For some time. For a while.

Then it builds up again, and another visit to the river is due.

Repetitively.

Time and again. Cyclically. Again and again.
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